
3 soverom Leilighet til salgs i Marbella, Málaga

This residence presents a magnificent contemporary apartment with captivating sea views, nestled in the prestigious
confines of Puente Romano Resort along Marbella's coveted Golden Mile. This residence exudes an air of coastal
elegance, seamlessly merging with its resort environment to epitomize the opulent Mediterranean way of life.The
apartment features an impressive covered terrace, providing ample space for both al fresco dining and relaxation.
From here, residents can revel in the picturesque community garden and expansive sea panoramic, fostering a
tranquil ambiance. Floor-to-ceiling glass sliding doors grant direct access from the terrace to both the living area and
master bedroom.The sleek and refined interior design is evident in the open-concept kitchen, dining, and living space.
These three zones harmoniously merge, creating a functional yet aesthetically pleasing living area. Neutral hues,
coupled with touches of natural wood in the flooring and kitchen cabinetry, enhance the overall space. Contemporary
furnishings and finishes adorn the area, optimizing both comfort and utility, while maintaining an appealing visual
aesthetic. The fully-equipped kitchen showcases a striking marble-finished island, also echoed in the countertops
throughout. Concealed placement of kitchen appliances within cabinets allows for a clutter-free environment.Each
bedroom is thoughtfully appointed and adorned with premium materials and furnishings, adhering to the interior
design palette. Additionally, all bedrooms feature their own private en-suite bathroom. The master bedroom exudes
an atmosphere of grace and comfort, providing an ideal sanctuary for relaxation. A privacy glass partition separates
the bedroom from the bathroom, where one can admire the exquisite grey stone used for the double vanity, shower,
and bathtub.Positioned conveniently within Puente Romano, residents are mere minutes from the beach and in close
proximity to the exclusive amenities offered by the Resort and Marbella's Golden Mile.745-00033P

  3 soverom   3 bad   138m² Bygg størrelse
  Amenities near   Air conditioning   Fully fitted kitchen
  Private terrace   Covered terrace   Fitted wardrobes
  Gated community   Beachside

5.395.000€
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